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2007 Microsoft  Office System Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2007
Learn everything you need to know for working with the 2007  Microsoft Office system--from the inside out! This book packs hundreds of  time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for using the  2007 release of Microsoft Office--all in concise, fast-answer format.  Whether you are upgrading from Office 97 or Office 2003, you'll be...
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Microsoft Office Word 2007 QuickStepsMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Step-by-Step, Full-Color Graphics!
Get started using Word 2007 right away--the QuickSteps way. Color screenshots and clear instructions show you how to use all the new and improved features. Follow along and learn to work with the new Office interface and ribbon, create and format documents, add graphics, use templates, and...
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C++ FAQs, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 1998
In a concise and direct question-and-answer format, C++ FAQs, Second Edition brings you the most efficient  solutions to more than four hundred of the practical programming challenges you  face every day. 

Moderators of the on-line C++ FAQ at comp.lang.c++, Marshall  Cline,...
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The Digital Photography BookPeachpit Press, 2006
Scott Kelby, the man who changed the "digital darkroom" forever with his groundbreaking, #1 bestselling, award-winning book The Photoshop Book for Digital Photographers, now tackles the most important side of digital photography--how to take pro-quality shots using the same tricks today's top digital pros...
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Cult of Analytics: Driving online marketing strategies using web analytics (Emarketing Essentials)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Back in the 1990s one of the common questions asked of online professionals was, ‘ what were you doing before the Internet? ’ The answers were many and varied and helped understand the drift of the ensuing conversation. Today, the most common answer is, ‘ I was in school ’ , delivered with a quizzical look as if wondering...
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Building Django 2.0 Web Applications: Create enterprise-grade, scalable Python web applications easily with Django 2.0Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Go from the initial idea to a production-deployed web app using Django 2.0.

	
		Key Features

		
			A beginners guide to learning python's most popular framework, Django
	
			Build fully featured web projects in Django 2.0 through examples.
	
			Deploy web applications in...
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The Blackbirch Kid's Visual Reference of the World Edition 1. (Individual Titles)Blackbirch Press, 2001
What is the highest point in Afghanistan? What countries border Burundi? What’s the difference between Slovakia and Slovenia?

What is a dinar? What language is spoken in Tonga? Chances are, you can’t answer those questions off the top of your head. Not many people can. If you’ve ever been puzzled by questions like...
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Windows 7 100 Most Asked Questions - Tips, Tricks, Hints and Practical GuideEmereo Pty Ltd, 2009

	Is Windows 7 the answer to all the questions that Windows Vista poses? Windows 7 is fast, stable and far more reliable than you'd expect.


	Windows 7 is full of great new features and enhancements and was built around users feedback, so you'll see a lot of things you've asked for.


	Microsoft has made its...
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Hack Proofing Windows 2000 ServerSyngress Publishing, 2001
Essential reading for any IT security organization, Hack Proofing Windows 2000 Server takes on a single, vital feature of Windows 2000 Server operations and explains its many aspects, both conceptually and practically. It expertly documents processes and explains complicated architectures through experience and research. The authors include...
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90: Emergencies in the Outpatient Setting Part II, An Issue of Medical Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Internal Medicine)Saunders, 2006

	Primary care physicians must be prepared to face urgent and emergent patient complaints and presentations in the office. How do you prepare your office for an emergency? What conditions can and should be treated in the office without the need to transport the patient? What entities require urgent/emergent transfer to the Emergency Department?...
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Real Web Project Management: Case Studies and Best Practices from the TrenchesAddison Wesley, 2002
The process of designing and building today's dynamic Web applications comes with a host of challenges not typically solved by traditional project management methodologies. A wealth of practical resources, Real Web Project Management: Case Studies and Best Practices from the Trenches is a book of solutions...
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Microsoft(R) Operations Manager 2005 Unleashed (MOM): With A Preview of Operations Manager 2007Sams Publishing, 2006
With the licensing of NetIQ’s Operation Manager technology in 2000, Microsoft sent a message that it was serious about server monitoring and management. This message was well received; those production environments running Windows servers and using a Microsoft infrastructure require tools to help them be proactive in managing those servers...
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